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By Anna Von Reitz
We have heard the words "divide and conquer" since we were in Kindergarten. It's
what we did when the two Big Kids ganged up on the 500 First Graders.
We've heard it, and to some extent, we've all done it--- yet, somehow, I have proof
that we haven't understood it--- haven't quite fully grasped the concept.
The Revolution: Brits against Colonists
The French Revolution: Monarchists against their Serfs
The Civil War: North against South
The First World War: Brits/French against Germans
The Russian Revolution: Monarchists against their Workers
The Second World War: Brits/French against Germans
Democrats and Republicans
Robber Barons and Labor Unionists
Palestinians and Israelis
Are you beginning to see a pattern here? There are two sides to every conflict. Why
is that?
Because it is purposefully designed to be that way.
Polarization and labeling of two sides is a mathematically necessary requirement if
you want to start a conflict.
So let's take a look at an example of where and who and how such conflicts have
been started and also look at who has benefited.
Where did the whole concept of the modern political parties in America and the
whole "Two Party System" emerge?
Answer: both the modern Democratic and Republican Parties began in Wisconsin,
where the concept had been imported by Socialists who immigrated to this country
in the wake of the 1848 Worker's Rebellion in Europe.
These people were a mix of early Communists, Utopians, and Trade Unionists, eager
to take their fight for fair wages and humane treatment of workers and poor people
into the public arena of government, but not all of them were idealists. A great
many were simply self-interested.

In that, they shared a major characteristic in common with their adversaries, the
early industrialist Robber Barons, some of the most ruthless and greedy men to ever
walk the Earth.
Very rapidly and very early in the development of the Two Party System it became a
question of who could more effectively grab the bacon and hide their tracks. First,
the Robber Barons took over the Democratic Party, and then, they took over the
Republican Party, and then they mixed things up a bit, to confuse the gullible public.
The public has, for the most part, remained confused ever since.
Most African Americans will be amazed to learn that it is the Democratic Party that
engineered their re-enslavement after the Civil War, the Democratic Party that
fought any and all recognition of state national status for black Americans, the
Democratic Party that refused to let black Americans vote once they were deprived
of state national protections----and in fact, far from being the champions of African
Americans or of workers or of poor people in general--- the Democratic Party which
has always promoted itself as the "Working Class Party" and the "Party of the
Common Man" and so forth---- is anything but.
The Democratic Party has always pretended to be exactly what it is not.
And the Republicans? Yep, you guessed it. They have staked their turf as the Party
of the Respectable People (or those who want to be respectable), the champions of
the middle class and the elite, the defenders of the status quo, the plodding,
practical, stolid elephants. But are they?
Not.
Neither party stands for anything like what they pretend to stand for. Neither party
walks the walk they talk---- and interestingly, they never have. Some of the most
profoundly socialist and communist policies put in place in early 20th century and
which still impact us today, were put in place by Republicans.
And a great many of the most oppressive, prejudiced, nasty, inhumane practices and
policies of the government against the Little Guy-- and which serve to steal from the
poor and to deprive them of all dignity-- were put in place by the Democrats.
There is a reason that Theodore Roosevelt billed himself as a Republican and Franklin
Delano Roosevelt billed himself as a Democrat, and the truth of the matter is that
neither one acted upon, believed in, honored, or cared two bits about any Party
Platform.
It was all the same to them, and if we are wise, it ought to be apparent that our
practical experience is what it is and it all adds up to the same thing. There is no
actual, factual difference between the Democrats and the Republicans. They are all
part of the same old nasty Ball of Wax, like two football teams trading players and
changing uniforms.
Now, it is true that the uninitiated inductees in these organizations are drawn in and
usually believe in the "shop talk" and "shop fronts". The vast majority of people are
brought in and kept at a level below the Party Capos, like cheerleaders taught to

parrot their cheers and go "Rah! Rah!" in rain or shine, without ever knowing or
thinking beyond the one-liners and the gossip and the tag-lines provided by the
speechwriters and other professional propagandists.
If you stick around and keep your mouth shut and your eyes open and do your duty
plodding around selling the Party Line--- and show a certain spark of interest and
immorality--- you will work your way up and inside the organizational structure.
Do this two times, quickly, and you will know for certain that yes, the Democrats are
the Republicans and the Republicans are the Democrats, and there is no actual
difference at all. At the higher levels of both parties, the same people sit, like big,
fat, black spiders pulling this string and that.
It's all an illusion---- a purposeful illusion. It's like a troupe of actors putting on a
play. They are all on the same payroll. They are all reading their scripts.
That may be shocking enough and for most people, would be a natural stopping
place to turn back and disengage and be disillusioned and walk away an older and
wiser pup, but some of us are gluttons for punishment and once our curiosity is
aroused, we push on through the gathering storm of freaks and nuisances and
delusional psychopaths that make up the political elite of the United States,
convinced that with so much manure there must be a pony.
Those who persevere long enough find out that the same play is being produced all
over the world, in different languages by different players, but the same play
nonetheless.
Not only are the actual leaders of the Democratic and Republican Parties one in the
same, it's all the same demented nest of spiders pulling nearly all the strings in
every government and creating every conflict and every evil that we have.
The Queen jerks Obama's string and he barks at Putin; Evelyn de Rothschild jerks a
string that jerks a string, and Putin bares his teeth at Obama; Netanyahu feels a
sudden strong jerk on his tether and we have a crisis in the Persian Gulf and one of
the Rockefellers crawls back under his rock....
And though there are some recognizable players the vast majority remain
"private"-----just quiet, average, criminally insane people, living in mansions all over
the world, literally feeding on the misery and death and destruction they cause.
Just take a good look at what the Brits did in the Middle East when they created
Palestine out of thin air, by drawing some lines on a map and applying a label to it,
and then crowding a bunch of Jewish refugees inside.
What did they do really? Created one team --"the Palestinians" in the green and red
uniforms---and then another team, "the Israelis" in the blue and white uniforms--and sat back to enjoy the fruits of a nice, fat, intergenerational war.
The interminable and terrible war in the Middle East isn't about religion. It wasn't
written on the stars. It was purposefully, maliciously, and deliberately caused and
created by the British Government.

Just look at what was done and ask yourself---- what other possible outcome could
there be, but generational warfare?
Understanding "divide and conquer" requires us to understand how we are in turn
being sized up --- tested, stressed, to be subjected to exactly this kind of strategy.
If you think about it, our enemies who are also the enemies of all Mankind, have
tried many different ways to "divide and conquer" America.
They have tried race wars and religious hatred and economic oppression. They have
tried every means available in their treasure chest of conflict to break us into
factions---- Republican and Democrat, Black and White, Muslim and Christian--- and
they just can't get it right. Nothing sticks. Nobody believes in it anymore. Not
really.
America and throughout the world--- wise up. See how we are being played.
Stop getting pulled into the "drama" and stop voting and participating in their show.
Deprive them of any power or claim that they are your proxy. Deprive them of any
mandate. Let them be seen for what they are: charlatans and fraudsters.
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